CONFERENCE HOTEL FOR PCTS MEETING

As a courtesy, we have arranged two conference hotels, which are NOT in walking distance to campus. You must use the hotel shuttle, Uber, drive, or taxi to campus. You must reserve the HOTEL shuttle ahead of time with the hotel. Either before your arrival, or when you check in, reserve the shuttle with the front desk. You are responsible for confirming with the hotel all reservations, rates, cancellations, and payments for your own hotel reservation. PCTS is not responsible for your hotel reservation or any changes or cancellations.

I urge you to make your reservation early so the hotel does not get sold out and you do not miss out on the negotiated conference room rate. You can cancel up to 48 hours before your arrival date, by 12 noon.

The Nassau Inn is the only hotel within walking distance to campus. If you prefer to stay at the Nassau Inn, please let me know and I might be able to get you a reservation at the University rate of $155 per night, plus tax. Additional local hotels with Princeton University rates can be found online at https://travel.princeton.edu/suppliers/hotels_. (Scroll to the bottom of the page for a list.)

Holiday Inn Express Princeton Southeast/Crown Plaza
870 Scudders Mill Road
Plainsboro, NJ 08536
609-936-6600

This hotel is located 3.6 miles away from Jadwin Hall. During rush hour, the one way trip to Jadwin Hall could take between 20-30 minutes. Please allow extra time for commuting when you reserve the shuttle.

The rate is $119 per room, per night, plus tax.
Included Amenities: breakfast; basic Wi-Fi, access to the fitness center and indoor heated pool; squash courts; basketball court; Jai-alai court, walking trails, tennis courts, restaurant and bar.

The cutoff date for reservations at the discounted rate is 3 weeks prior to the first date of the conference. You can cancel up to 48 hours before your arrival date, by 12 noon. Make your reservation early to avoid disappointment.

To make a reservation, click on the link below. Enter your dates and the discounted room rate should appear. If you have any trouble, please contact the hotel directly at:
Linda Waskiewicz, Holiday Inn Express
E: linda.waskiewicz@crowneplazaprinceton.com
T: 609.936.6711
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Holiday Inn Princeton
100 Independence Way (Off of Rt. 1 on the northbound side)
Princeton, NJ 08540
609-520-1200

This hotel is located 4.4 miles away from Jadwin Hall. During rush hour, the one way trip to Jadwin Hall could take between 25-35 minutes. Please allow extra time for commuting.
The rate is $99 per night plus tax; includes breakfast and wifi

The cutoff date for reservations at the discounted rate is listed below. You can cancel up to 48 hours before your arrival date, by 12 noon. Make your reservation early to avoid disappointment.

Use this link and enter your dates to make a reservation.
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